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SHIELD Testing Tips & Tricks
By Ilan Kaplan
Spitting is a skill that we
as humans develop very
early in life before we can
walk, talk, or get to the
front door of the school
without having our IDs
out. However, since we
spend much less time
spitting nowadays than
we used to, its sudden
relevance may have been
an unpleasant shock for
those struggling to fill
up their vials. Unless you
play a brass instrument
or enjoy sunflower seeds,
you probably don’t spit
for fun on a daily basis.
Luckily, I am here to offer
some expectorating expertise to get you to class
on time.

Calm Those Nerves!
The trickiest part of the
whole process is most
certainly getting in the
headspace to be pumping
out enough spit to clone

yourself. Now the Saliva
Specialists™ have kindly placed images of sour
foods around the testing
zone to help you salivate, but you can imagine
anything that makes you
drool like a fat slice of
Portillo’s chocolate cake
or that one cutie in the
top right corner of your
Honors Spanish II Zoom.
If you get nervous from
people watching you,
utilize the classic strategy
of pretending everyone
is in their underwear, or
remember that they too
are awkwardly spitting
into a funnel for several
minutes in a high school
library. And remember,
the testing professionals
are more afraid of you
than you are of them.
A Little Motivation
Embrace your competitive nature and have a
little bit of fun to make

INSIDE
the time go by quicker!
Establish dominance by
making direct eye contact
with other spitters while
hacking mega loogies to
intimidate unsuspecting
freshmen who just want
to go home for lunch.
Unfortunately, phones
aren’t allowed during
testing, so pack a stopwatch and go for a speed
spit school record! High
scores will be posted in
the library’s Burgundy
Room as well as in the
PERC.
Cheaters Never Prosper…
Unless?

bit of privacy, get an extra
hour of eating/drinking
time, and just use someone else’s. Plus, then you
can get COVID and endanger the health of those
around you scot-free!
Happy drooling!
Whether it takes you
two minutes or two class
periods, remember that
we’re all in this together.
Everyone else looks and
feels like a dingus spitting into a funnel too, so
follow this guide, have
some fun, and you too can
be hacking up a lung like
a Major League Baseball
coach in no time.

Don’t have the time or
willpower to make all that
spit yourself? I will be
selling Dixie Cups of my
spit in the upper X-Hall
bathroom for $4. Your
DNA will be sold to Facebook after the test is over
anyway, so you might as
well preserve the smallest

In Defense of WDT
By The Flipside Staff
WDT is under attack.
They’ve been made villains by nearly all of the
class of 2021 for just
trying to have fun! Listen, I was at the party and we were more
than 100% COVID safe,
ask anyone (that was
there). We only took our
masks off for our Instagram pictures where we
stacked up against each
other like entitled sardines and then only those
two times when we went
for a swim in the heated outdoor pool. Well,
and then there was the
time we took them off to
eat pizza… but I digress.
COMPLETELY SAFE. Sure,
I’m a WDT simp, but I’m
a proud simp. They have
done absolutely nothing
wrong and are receiving
hate for no reason at all!
You know, we’re the real
victims here. And I’ll have
you know, my dad’s a
lawyer and he’s going to
SUE ALL OF YOU!!!
You know it’s funny that
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The enemy
somehow all the blame
I am right and you are
got placed on WDT even
wrong.
though the hockey team
Have you considered
is equally responsible
getting a life? Maybe
(and by responsible I
you all are just salty that
mean responsible for
you don’t have friends
doing nothing wrong and
and don’t get invited to
having a good time).
super-spreader parties.
To the people slanderTesting negative for coing WDT and the Hockey
rona sounds like loser talk
Team’s good name, I have to me.
prepared a list of arguWe won state. You didn’t.
ments that will undoubt- All of our actions are jusedly convince you that
tified because we’re good

Students Rejoice: Max India Promoted
to eDHS ‘21
Admin

p. 21

Jeff Bezos
historically
becomes
first Amazon
employee to
take a break

at dancing. Do you even
play a sport?
We’re actually the ones
who are helping fight
‘rona. The hockey boys
are gonna get it and get
over it and then we’ll
have herd immunity. It’s
not like we’re spreading it
to anyone anyways.
If we take all the COVID
for ourselves no one else
will get it. It’s like printing money to get rid of
your debt!
We have a first amendment right to party
whenever we want. Trust
me, I literally just took
my AP Gov test online.
Talk to me when you get a
life, losers. Anyways, I’ll
be going to virtual practice now. See you after
Spring Break. I’ll be in
Miami while you’re crying at home. Later nerds,
catch you on the flipside!

Editor’s Note
A lot of what occured on Wednesday the Flipside does not condone. There is a difference between
constructive criticism and personal attacks. To find out more about the editor’s stance, check out
our editorial at www.dhsflipside.com/2021/03/editorial. Still have your attention? Join the discord at
discord.gg/fP2DuSFRr3!
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Meme Corner

Top 5 least problematic clubs

We’re winning!

1. Robotics

Weekly Chirps
We chirp Sam
Schwartz for not
being in a sport (we
love you Schwam)
We chirp Mark
Zuckerberg for
making a trash
interface
We chirp the
Administration for
thinking the end of
spring break was
a good time to let
more people come
back

Made globals last year, which is better than state, but unfortunately it
got cancelled. Still, keep changing the
world through AI!

Looks like some of
us may be home a
while... Anyone down
for a big game of
Skribbl or Quiplash
We can do teams
based on what club/
sport you’re in

- Everyone

It’s not easy being green, but
Earthworks helps keep our school
eco-friendly by going to an hourly
meeting once a week!

5. Ping Pong Club

4. Bowling
Every year at the pep rally when all
the sports get introduced, bowling gets
the crowd going like none other.

I think everyone has walked by Ping
Pong Club and has said to their friend,
“we should have done that.” Who
doesn’t love Ping Pong?

This Week’s Poll
How amazing was Wednesday night?

5 ±0.1%

I had to study for stats RIP
We were just trying to have fun during covid...sue us

21%

I got no sleep and no work done but at least I have more fake
internet points now

75%

Just got venmoed $10 from Russ
I don’t understand any of these jokes
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